APPLICATION DEADLINES
15 March 2024
(For overseas universities)
31 March 2024
(For Chinese Mainland and Taiwan universities)

FEES

Administration Fee
For visa application and transcript postage
HK$550 (approx. US$70)

Programme Fee
Including on-campus accommodation and enrichment activities
Waived for students nominated by PolyU’s exchange partners on exchange basis

ELIGIBILITY

Bachelor’s degree students who have good academic results, have completed the first year of study by the time of commencement of the PolyU International Summer School and have fulfilled the English requirements are eligible to apply.

All the subjects offered by the PolyU International Summer School will be taught in English. Applicants are required to have a good command of English to benefit from this programme.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
www.polyu.edu.hk/summerschool

CONTACT US
summer.sch.polyu@polyu.edu.hk

POLYU International Summer School 2024
All full-time bachelor’s degree students are welcome
16 July – 14 August 2024

Experience an interactive teaching mode by PolyU scholars

Foster cultural exchange and friendship from all over the world

Complete a 3-credit course in one month

Join local tours to explore Hong Kong

APPLY NOW!
www.polyu.edu.hk/summerschool
Subject Offerings

16 July – 14 August 2024

MORNING CLASS

9am – 12nn

Track 1
Chinese Language, Culture and Society

CHC1CM35  Ways of Chinese Wisdom
CLC1153  Elementary Cantonese
CSE1M05P  Discovering Chinese Cultures in Geo-cultural Heritages

Track 2
Design, Innovation and Technology

AAE1D02  Introduction to Space Exploration
EIE1D03  Artificial Intelligence and Science Fiction
SO2D01  Eyes on Vision

Track 3
Business, Entrepreneurship and Global Leadership

AF1BN01  Economic Logic in Everyday Life
AP551900  Tomorrow’s Leaders

AFTERNOON CLASS

2pm – 5pm

Track 1
Chinese Language, Culture and Society

AP551BN15  Global China
CBS1M42  History of Traditional Chinese Arts and Crafts
CLC1153  Elementary Cantonese
ENGL1HN11  Multilingual Societies: Hong Kong and Beyond

Track 2
Design, Innovation and Technology

ITC1D04  Smart Wearables and Smart Living
RS1A02  Obsession, Compulsion and Addictions in Modern Life

Track 3
Business, Entrepreneurship and Global Leadership

HTM1CN07  The History and Culture of the Wine Industry

I am honoured to have taken part in an unforgettable journey at the International Summer School 2023...I will never forget this fantastic trip, this wonderful university, and this beautiful city, and I am already thinking that I want to return to PolyU.

The PolyU International Summer School gave me the chance to interact with people from different backgrounds and gain insightful advice about leadership from my mentors. I was able to develop deep connections with individuals from different cultures and countries.